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This announcement describes new methods in the study and classifica
tion of differentiable, PI or topological manifolds with infinite fundamental 
group. If, for example, Yn + l is a closed manifold with n^ = Gx *H G2, 
n> 4, there is a decomposition Y~YtUx Y2 with ir1(Yx) = G1,irl(Yl) = 
G2, itt(X) = H. For large classes of fundamental groups, the codimension one 
splitting theorems of [C3], extending results of [Bl], [B2], [BL], [FH], [L], 
[W2], reduced the classification of manifolds homotopy equivalent to Y to 
the classifications of the manifolds homotopy equivalent to Yt and to Y2. 
However, the construction in [C4] and [C5] of manifolds V simple and 
tangentially homotopy equivalent to RP4k+1 #RP4k+i

9 k>09 but V is 
not a nontrivial connected sum, demonstrated in a strong way the existence of 
unsplittable manifolds and homotopy equivalences.2 

In the present announcement we get around these difficulties by, roughly 
speaking, adapting methods of [C3] to construct an abelian group we call the 
unitary nilpotent group which depends on H, Glt G2 and which acts freely 
on the set of manifolds equipped with homotopy equivalences to F, with each 
coset of this action containing a unique split manifold. Thus, the classification 
of manifolds homotopy equivalent to Y is reduced to computing UNil .groups 
and to classifying split homotopy equivalences. In this setting, all earlier split
ting theorems are reinterpreted as showing that for certain Hy Gl9 G2, the 
unitary nilpotent group vanishes. However, for H = 0, Z2 C Gl9 G2 ¥= 0, 
n = 4k and Y orientable, the corresponding unitary nilpotent group is not 
finitely generated [C4], [C6]. 

The unitary nilpotent groups are 2-primary and are defined algebraically 
in [C6] and depend only on the ring with involution Z[H], the Z[#]-bi-
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modules with involution Z[G.] = Z[G(]IZ[H], i = 1, 2, and n modulo 4. 
They satisfy a semiperiodicity of period 2 described in [C6]. 

The splitting theorems of [C3] led to the computation, in many cases, of 
the Wall surgery obstruction groups of generalized free products [C2]. Earlier 
the splitting theorems of [FH] were used in [SI], [W2] to compute the 
surgery groups of Z x H. Using our new unitary nilpotent groups we extend 
our results in [C6] to obtain general Mayer-Vietoris type sequences for Wall 
groups of generalized free products. 

Splitting problems for codimension one submanifolds I of F with 
Y - X having one component will be treated using similar methods in [C7] 
and will be used to obtain further results on Wall groups in [C6]. The present 
results imply, in many cases, Novikov's conjecture on the homotopy invariance of 
higher signatures [C8]. Further applications to decompositions of manifolds and 
Poincaré duality spaces, codimension one submanifolds, diffeomorphism groups 
etc. will be presented elsewhere. 

There are relative forms of all the results described below, but for simplic
ity we deal here only with the absolute case. For the remainder of this paper 
we fix the following notation. Let Y be a closed manifold or Poincaré com
plex of dimension n 4- 1, Y = Yt Ux Y2i X = 3 ^ = bY2 =£ 0, Yl9 Y2, 

X connected manifolds or Poincaré complexes with nx(X) —> ̂ (7,-) injec-
tive, i = 1, 2, or equivalently irt(X) —> ir1(Y) injective. Set Hx = TÏX{X), 

Gt = ufo), i = 1,2. Let 

<p = (Z[/^;Z[G1],Z[G2]) 

P = Kev(K0(Z[H]) -> K0(Z[Gt]) 0 K0(Z[G2})), 

and 

ix = ImageCWhCG!) @ Wh(G2) - * Wh(Gt *H G2)). 

As usual the group-rings Z[H], Z[G1 ] , Z[G2] have involutions determined by 
the first Stief el-Whitney class of Y. Let Z[Gt] denote the quotient Z[H]-

bimodule with involution Z\G^\Z\H\ ; note that additively Z[Gt] is gener
ated by elements of Gt not in H, i = 1, 2. The 2-primary abelian groups 
UNil̂ (<p) are defined in [C6] ; for n even, or if Z[H] is a regular ring or just 
coherent of finite global homological dimension, we also define there abelian 
2-primary groups UNil* (<p). 

The homotopy equivalence ƒ : W - * Y, W a closed differentiable (resp. 
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PI, topological) manifold, is called splittable along X if ƒ is homotopic to a 
map, which we continue to denote by ƒ, which is transverse regular to X, so 
that M = f~l(X) is a differentiable (resp. PI, topological) submanifold of 
W, with ƒ restricting to a homotopy equivalence M —> X. This would imply, 
as 7TlX —» nl Y is assumed injective, that f~1(Yi) —» F/? z = 1, 2, are also 
homotopy equivalences. 

Theorem 1 describes the obstruction to splitting a manifold up to /z-cobordism, 
and Theorem 2 gives a realization result for this obstruction. 

THEOREM 1 (/^-SPLITTING THEOREM). Let f:W-+Ybea homotopy 

equivalence with W a closed differentiable, PI (resp. or topological) manifold 

of dimension n 4- 1, n >4,and Xn C Y with, as above, n1(X) = H, 

n1(Y) = Gx *H G2. If n = 4, assume further that X is a PI (resp. topolog

ical) manifold with H = 0 or H finite of odd order. Then there is an 

h-cobordism (V; W, W') with the induced homotopy equivalence ƒ ' : W' —> Y 

splittable along X if and only if xh(f) and 3>(r(/)) are zero, where 

X*(/)eUNilJ; + 2fo>) and % ( ƒ ) ) G Hn+1(Z2; (!) are invariants of the 

homotopy class of ƒ. 

In Theorem 1, &(r(f)) is the cohomology class represented by <Î>(T(/)) 

for r(f) the Whitehead torsion of ƒ and <0: Wh(Gt *H G2) —» |3 the map 
defined in [Wl]. Given ƒ: IV -> F as in Theorem 1, if (F; W9 W') is an 
/z-cobordism, then letting ƒ ' : PV' —» 7 denote the induced homotopy equiva
lence, x(f ') - X(f) a n d 3>CK/)) = *(T(/'))• E v e n f o r « < 4, the vanish
ing of xh(f) a n d $ ( T ( / ) ) are necessary conditions for W to be /z-cobordant 
to a split manifold. 

Let Sp(Y) denote equivalence classes of pairs (W, f) where for 
F = O (resp. F = PI, or F = Top), W a closed differentiable (resp. 
PI, or topological) manifold, and ƒ : W —+ Y a homotopy equivalence 
[S2]. Here (W, ƒ ) is equivalent to (W\ f') if there is an /z-cobordism 
(V; W, W') with ƒ and ƒ ' extending to a homotopy equivalence V —> Y. 

The maps x a n d $ of Theorem 1 induce maps 

X: S$(Y) -> UNflJ+2Gp) and 5: S*(F) -> #"+ 1 (Z 2 ; »• 

THEOREM 2 (/Z-SPLITTING OBSTRUCTION REALIZATION). Let Y be a 

Poincarè complex or manifold of dimension n + 1, n > 4, Y = Yx Ux Y2, 

ir1 Y = Gx *H G2, TT1(X) = H as above. Then there is a free action of 

UNil*+2(*) on S%(Y)9 F =0, PI, or Top, where for x E S* (y) and 
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a E UNil£+2(<p), xh{0LX)-xh(?c)+a and <b(ax) = $(x). Also, ax and x 

are normally cobordant. 

Let Split]? (T; X) denote the set of pairs (W, ƒ), where for F = O 

(resp. F - PI or Top), W is a closed differentiable (resp. PI or topological) 
manifold, and ƒ: W —» Y is a homotopy equivalence split along X C Y, 

classified up to split /î-cobordisms. There is a canonical "forgetful" map 

| : Split£(r; X) -> S^(n 

If Y is a manifold with Y = Yl Ux Y2 = Y[ Ux, Y2, 7rx(F.) = TT^F!) 

= G ,̂ i = 1,2, X and Z ' codimension one submanifolds with n1(X) — 

ir2(X') = H, then g(Split^(r; X)) = S(Split£(7, * ' ) ) . 

THEOREM 3. tó Y be as in Theorem 1. If H\Z2\ 0) = 0, ƒ > 1, 
//zera ^ere ft # one-to-one correspondence for F = O, PI or Top, 

ft 

S£(7) ^ ^ Split* (7; X) x UNil£+2(</>). 

Moreover, p% is the identity map of Split£(7; X). If for x, y G Sp(Y), 

p(x) = p( j ) , #zeft A: #rcd j are normally cobordant. 

There is a map of UNilJJOp) to #"(Z 2 ; Nil (</>)) which is the analogue 
of a map in the Rothenburg exact sequence [SI]. The group Nil(<p) of 
reduced nilpotent objects, which is defined and studied in [Wl], vanishes if 
Z[H] is a regular ring or just coherent of finite global homological dimension. 

THEOREM 4 (SPLITTING THEOREM, FIRST FORM). Hypothesis as in 

Theorem 1: Then f:W-+Y is splittable along X if and only if r{f) G (jt, 

Xh(f) = 0 and an obstruction /<(ƒ) defined in that case is also zero, 

K(f) G Coker(UNil£ + 3(^) -> H" + 3(Z2; Nil (*))). 

The last 2 obstructions of Theorem 4 can be combined into one as 
follows: 

THEOREM 5 (SPLITTING THEOREM, SECOND FORM). Hypothesis as in 

Theorem 1 and assume further that n is even or that Z[H] is a regular ring 

or just a coherent ring of finite global homological dimension. Then f: W-+Y 

is splittable along X if and only if r(f) G n and an obstruction xs(f)> 

defined in that case, is zero. Here, x%f) G UNil*+2 (<p) ft an invariant of the 

homotopy class of f 

Let SS
F(Y) denote the set of pairs (W, ƒ) with F =0 (resp. PI or 
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Top), W a closed differ ent iable (resp. PI or topological) manifold and 

ƒ : W —• Y a simple homotopy equivalence. Here (W9 ƒ) is equivalent to 

(W, ƒ ' ) if there is a diffeomorphism (resp. PI homeomorphism or topolog

ical homeomorphism) g: W —» W' with f'g homotopic to ƒ [S2]. The 

map xs of Theorem 5 induces a map xs'- S|r(^) ""* UNAJ^fa)-

THEOREM 6 (SPLITTING OBSTRUCTION REALIZATION). For Y as in 

Theorem 2 with n even or with Z[H] a regular ring or just a coherent ring 

of finite global homological dimension, \s'- SS
F{Y) —> UNil*+2(<p) maps each 

normal cobordism class in $>S
F(Y) surjectively onto UNil*+2(<p), F = 0, PI 

or Top. Further, if n is even, or if H = 0, or if Wh(Gx *H G2) = 0, then 

there is a free action of UNil*+2(<p) on SS
F(Y) with xs(<*x) = a + Xs(*) 

/or a e U N Ü j + 2 ( ^ ) , J C G S J . ( I 0 . 

Let S £ ( r ) denote the set of pairs (W, ƒ) with F=0 (resp. PI or 
Top), W a closed differentiable (resp. PI or topological) manifold, and 
ƒ : W —> Y a homotopy equivalence with r ( / ) G /z. Here (W, f ) is equiva
lent to (W', ƒ ' ) if there is an /^-cobordism (V; W, W') with Whitehead 
torsion in JU and with ƒ and ƒ ' extending to a homotopy equivalence 
F - * Y. If 

Jï '(Z2; Wh(Gx) 0 W h ( H ) Wh(G2)) = 0 , i> 1, 

then S%(Y) = Ss
F(n 

There is a "forgetful" map | : Split£(7; X) -> S£(*0-

THEOREM 7. Hypothesis as in Theorem 1. Tjf « zs evera, or if Z[H] 

is a regular ring or just coherent of finite global homological dimension, for 

F = 0, PI or Top there is a one-to-one correspondence 

S°F(Y) ^^-> Split* (7; X) x UNil*+2(<p). 

Note that many of the above results cover in some cases n — 4. The 
present methods together with the special low-dimensional methods of [CS] 
give general results on stable splitting problems for n = 4. 
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